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Summary 
 
This report presents the results of the development and application of a conceptual Business 
Intelligence framework for the identification, analysis and visualization of container data 
changes and its impact on yard movement.  
It is important for terminal management to minimize the number of unproductive handlings 
(moves) per container visit. Because generally only the ingoing and outgoing moves of a 
container are paid, additional moves need to be minimized. These additional unproductive 
moves could be caused by changes in data between arrival and departure of a container. 
Accurate and reliable data thus is very important for efficient terminal operations. Yet 30-
40% of export containers enter European terminals lacking accurate export data (Steenken 
et al., 2004). Even after terminal arrival data changes are possible, affecting terminal 
operations in progress. 
Although the container data changes problem is acknowledged in several studies, there are 
no empirical studies that identify the relation of container data changes and movement. 
Most studies on stacking and storage logistics focus on algorithms and models for 
optimization. The problem of the possible impact of container data changes on these 
optimization methods is not mentioned. The business needs to study the container data 
changes problem however is relevant. A good optimization method seems worthless without 
knowledge about the quality of the input data. 
A solution is searched in Business Intelligence. In the field of Business Intelligence, models 
have been developed over the years to support better decision making by analyzing business 
data. The use of the developed techniques and tools leads to extraction of useful knowledge 
out of the data. This knowledge can help terminal management to manage and control, and 
ultimately minimize the amount of container data changes. In this way knowledge discovery 
of container data changes can help improve operational efficiency of container terminals. 
The goal of this research is to find a Business Intelligence approach for identification, analysis 
and visualization of relationships between relevant container data changes and yard moves. 
Ultimately it should be able to visualize container data changes and its impact on terminal 
operations in terms of unproductive moves, resulting in knowledge that can be used by yard 
management. 
The central question how relationships between relevant container data changes and yard 
moves can be identified, analyzed and visualized with the use of Business Intelligence is 
answered by developing and testing a Business Intelligence approach. In the theoretical part 
of this thesis the main components and tools for Business Intelligence arte searched for. 
These findings are used for the design of a framework. 
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In the second (empirical part) of the thesis the proposed framework is tested by the 
execution of a single case study. This single case study is based on an actual container data 
changes problem at Euromax Terminal, Rotterdam, the Netherlands.  
The empirical study shows that data accuracy is even worse than indicated by Steenken et al 
(30-40%). When only looking at full export containers, 84% had one or more data changes. It 
would be expected that containers with data changes have more yard moves on average 
than containers without data changes. However no relation is found between data changes 
and yard moves. This may mean that extension of the conceptual framework is needed to 
take into account other factors that may influence yard movement. 
Finally a dashboard is introduced as visualization tool. The goal was to make selections 
possible from the dataset in order to analyze the results given. This data visualization tool 
displays metrics of data changes and yard moves of export containers loaded on vessels 
within a chosen timespan. The dashboard has several filtering options of the data set. It also 
contains multiple views of charts and graphs to visualize the metrics. The dashboard is a 
support tool for yard management with regard to data changes and yard moves. 
Although the limited scope of the business case the proposed framework is a useful tool for 
identification, analysis and visualization. The Conceptual BI-KDD Framework needs further 
improvement in terms of validation and generalization. For now the container data changes 
problem is identified, analyzed and visualized, however not yet solved. This thesis provides 
the insight in the container data changes problem for yard management that can contribute 
in the improvement of efficiency. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
A container terminal is a complex environment where containers are transshipped from 
deep-sea and feeder vessels to inland carriers (barge, rail and road) and vice versa. This 
complexity is caused by the need for productivity and efficiency due to major growth in 
global container transportation. Operations are nowadays unthinkable without effective and 
efficient use of information technology (Steenken et al., 2004). This development has led to 
an increased interest to scientific research in order to achieve flexible information systems 
that always contain precise information about the state of the ongoing processes and help 
people to make right business decisions quickly. 
Next to the goal of terminal management to improve productivity and customer satisfaction, 
there is also focus on reducing operations costs to increase profit. Reduction of operations 
costs can be achieved by improving operational efficiency. Next to minimizing the use of 
resources, it is important for terminal management to minimize the number of unproductive 
handlings (moves) per container visit. Because generally only the ingoing and outgoing 
moves of a container are paid, additional moves need to be minimized. 
1.1.1 The Container Data Changes Problem 
These additional unproductive moves could be caused by changes in data between arrival 
and departure of a container. Accurate and reliable data thus is very important for efficient 
terminal operations. Yet 30-40% of export containers enter European terminals lacking 
accurate export data (Steenken et al., 2004). Even after terminal arrival data changes are 
possible, affecting terminal operations in progress. For import containers data accuracy is 
even worse. In only 10-15% of all cases the way and time of pick-up by inland carrier is 
known after arrival on the terminal (Steenken et al., 2004). A stack problem arises because 
export containers arrive at the terminal in a random fashion, very often without all relevant 
data (Caserta et al., 2011). Chen (1999) distinguishes several major factors which influence 
operational efficiency and cause unproductive container moves in terminal operations. The 
influence of poor quality of container information received on terminal operations is also 
recognized. Other major factors which influence operational efficiency and cause 
unproductive container moves are shortage of storage capacity, higher container storage, 
operational rules and terminal management strategy.  
1.1.2 The Business Need 
Although the container data changes problem is acknowledged in several studies, there are 
no empirical studies that identify the relation of container data changes and movement. 
Most studies on stacking and storage logistics focus on algorithms and models for 
optimization. The problem of the possible impact of container data changes on these 
optimization methods are not mentioned.  
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The business need to study the container data changes problem however is relevant. A good 
optimization method seems worthless without knowledge about the quality of the input 
data. A stacking decision is dependant of accurate input data at arrival of the container. Any 
changes afterwards could lead to inefficient terminal operations. A unproductive move could 
be the result of such a change. 
Yard management needs to be able to get insight in the amount and type of relevant 
container data changes and the container movement behaviour. In order to make this 
possible relevant data needs to be processed into information and knowledge. 
1.1.3 Business Intelligence as a solution 
There are proven methods to transform data into knowledge. In the field of Business 
Intelligence, models have been developed over the years to support better decision making 
by analyzing business data. However, there is a growing need for computational techniques 
and tools to extract useful knowledge from data, because data volumes are growing 
dramatically. It has become impossible for humans to do this without the assistance of these 
techniques and tools. 
In case of container terminals the volume of data is huge. Some container terminals handle 
more than one million container visits per year. Container terminals could be a very 
interesting application domain for Business Intelligence. The use of the developed 
techniques and tools leads to extraction of useful knowledge out of the data. This knowledge 
can help terminal management to manage and control, and ultimately minimize the amount 
of container data changes. In this way knowledge discovery of container data changes can 
help improve operational efficiency of container terminals. 
 
1.1 Problem definition, scope and structure of the Research 
1.1.1 Research Goal 
The goal of this research is to find a Business Intelligence approach for identification, analysis 
and visualization of relationships between relevant container data changes and yard moves. 
Ultimately it should be able to visualize container data changes and its impact on terminal 
operations in terms of unproductive moves, resulting in knowledge that can be used by yard 
management. 
1.1.2 Research Scope 
This research is not about decision making. Only the process from data to knowledge 
discovery is explored in this thesis. In order to improve decision making of terminal 
operations a much broader (business) scope is needed, which would exceed the container 
data changes problem and the time available for this thesis. 
1.1.3 Research Questions 
The central question for this thesis is defined as: 
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How can relationships between relevant container data changes and yard moves be 
identified, analyzed and visualized with the use of Business Intelligence? 
 
In general the question is how data can be identified, analyzed and visualized with the use of 
Business Intelligence. In specific this needs to be suitable for the identification, analysis and 
visualization of relevant container data changes and yard moves. The first general part is 
thus theoretical and the second specific part is empirical. 
In the theoretical part of this thesis research questions are: 
1. What is Business Intelligence? 
2. What are common components of Business Intelligence? 
3. What are common approaches of Business Intelligence? 
4. What are common tools for Business Intelligence? 
5. Which approach and tools are suitable in relation to the container data changes 
problem? 
In the empirical part of this thesis research questions are: 
6. What types of container data changes are relevant for yard movement? 
7. What is the possible impact of container data changes on yard movement? 
8. Do 30-40% of export containers arrive with inaccurate data? 
9. Is there a relation between container data changes and yard moves? 
 
1.2 Research Method 
This research is started with a literature study on business intelligence theory. First the 
general Business Intelligence approach is reviewed. Then common methods and tools are 
compared. To get a better understanding of the problem domain a conceptual data model is 
developed.  
The results of the literature study and the development of the conceptual data model lead 
to the development of a conceptual framework for Business Intelligence. This framework is 
then tested and validated with a single case study.  
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The above described method can be illustrated with below conceptual research model. 
 
Figure 1 Conceptual research model 
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
In this chapter (1) the context of the research is given and the following research strategy is 
described. The results and findings of a literature study on Business Intelligence theory is 
given in chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents a conceptual framework based on the results and 
findings of the literature study. In chapter 4 the problem domain is further explored to get a 
better understanding of the container data changes problem, resulting in a conceptual data 
model. In order to test and validate the framework a business case study results are 
described in chapter 5. Finally conclusions based on the research results and a reflection on 
the research is given in chapter 6. 
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2 Literature Study on Business Intelligence in 
General 
This chapter describes the results of the literature study to answer the questions mentioned 
in paragraph 1.2.3 research questions for the theoretical part of this thesis. 
2.1 Research Approach 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Initially a search for general Business Intelligence theory was executed. Common approaches 
and components of Business Intelligence were addressed. This was followed up by searching 
for common tools of Business Intelligence. One of these tools Knowledge Discovery in 
Databases is further explored. 
2.1.2 Research Questions 
The initial research questions for the literature study are: 
(1) What is Business Intelligence? 
(2) What are common components of Business Intelligence? 
(3) What are common approaches of Business Intelligence? 
(4) What are common tools for Business Intelligence? 
(5) Which approach and tools are suitable in relation to the container data changes 
problem? 
Based on the findings of the results of above mentioned questions, the following research 
questions regarding Knowledge Discovery in Databases are formulated: 
 What is Knowledge Discovery (in Databases)? 
 How can business intelligence be created with KDD? 
 
2.1.3 Search Strategy 
The following main search terms are used for this thesis.  
Main search terms: 
 Business Intelligence (approaches, methods, framework, components, tools, process, 
models) 
 Data Mining 
 Knowledge Discovery in Databases (process, models) 
 Container terminal operations 
 Container stacking (rules, strategy) 
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These terms were used for searching in the following sources: 
http://scholar.google.com 
http://www.springerlink.com 
http://apps.webofknowledge.com 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com 
http://web.ebscohost.com 
 
2.2 What is Business Intelligence? 
Business Intelligence can refer to a ‘state’ (a report that contains knowledge) or a process 
(the creation of knowledge). In this thesis Business Intelligence is about the process. 
2.2.1 Definition of Business Intelligence 
Business intelligence can be defined as a set of mathematical models and analysis 
methodologies that exploit the available data to generate information and knowledge useful 
for complex decision-making processes (Vercellis, 2009). The goal of Business Intelligence 
can thus be defined as the process of turning data into information and then into knowledge 
(Golfarelli et al, 2004). 
2.2.2 Data, Information and Knowledge 
Data in general are codifications of single entities or transactions involving two or more 
entities. Information is the meaningful result of extraction and processing of data. 
Knowledge is created when information is used for decision making and development of 
corresponding actions (Vercellis, 2009). According to Michalewicz (2007) the distinction 
between data, information and knowledge is made by defining that: 
- Data are collected on a daily basis in the form of bits, numbers, symbols and 
‘objects’; 
- Information is ‘organized data’, which are pre-processed, cleaned, arranged into 
structures, and stripped of redundancy; 
- Knowledge is ‘integrated information’, which includes facts and relationships that 
have been perceived, discovered, or learned. 
The transformation into ‘organized data’ can be achieved by data preparation and the 
transformation into ‘integrated information’ by data mining. The process of transformation 
is illustrated in the figure below. 
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Figure 2  Transformation process according to Michalewicz (2007) 
The transformation of information into knowledge can also be defined in a BI cycle that 
consists of four basic steps (Den Hamer, 2005). In the first step the BI cycle is structured by 
planning and direction. In the second step data is collected and then cleaned. The third step 
covers the analysis of data. In the fourth and last step of the cycle the information is 
distributed.     
2.1 Components of Business Intelligence Systems 
There are many definitions for the term business intelligence system without a generally 
accepted one. Some definitions differ in focus and detail and may lead to confusion. For this 
thesis the definition of Castellanos et al. (2009) that business intelligence systems are 
technologies, tools, and practices for collecting, integrating, analysing and presenting large 
volumes of information to enable better decision making, seems suitable for the container 
data changes problem.  
Common components of a business intelligence system are Data Warehousing, ETL Tools, 
OLAP techniques, and Data Mining (Olszak & Ziemba, 2006).  
2.1.1 Data Warehousing 
The data warehouse is considered the core component of a business intelligence system 
(Negash, 2004).  A data warehouse contains relevant business data that is organized and 
validated. This makes it applicable for analyzing the data inside to support business decision 
making.  The data warehouse is the source for data selection.  
2.1.2 Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) 
The collection of relevant business data for the data warehouse is managed with Extract, 
Transform and Load tools (ETL). These tools extracts data from operational databases, 
transforms the data into a common format and then loads that data into the warehouse 
(Schink, 2009).  
2.1.3 On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) 
On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) optimizes the searching of huge data files by means of 
automatic generation of SQL Queries (Olszak & Ziemba, 2006). OLAP is able to analyze 
complex data in real time on a database that is constantly updated with transactional data 
from the operational databases (through ETL). 
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2.1.4 Data Mining 
Data mining techniques are developed to identify relationships and rules within a data 
warehouse. The overall goal of data mining is to extract knowledge from an existing data set 
and transform it into a human-understandable structure for further use. A process of steps is 
involved to transform raw data into knowledge. Data mining is actually a step in this process 
belonging to Knowledge Discovery in Databases. 
2.1.5 Which component(s) are relevant for this research?  
Above described components are the main elements of a business intelligence system. In 
this thesis the goal is not to develop a whole new business intelligence system. 
Identification, analysis and visualization of container data changes can be achieved with a 
data warehouse and data mining. ETL and OLAP are very important components for a 
business intelligence system, but not for this research goal. This thesis will focus on the 
process of Business Intelligence. Knowledge Discovery in Databases is such a process and will 
be further explored in this literature study.  
2.2 Knowledge Discovery in Databases 
A suitable BI technique for identification, analysis and visualization is found in Knowledge 
Discovery in Databases. This technique covers the entire process of the transformation of 
data into information into knowledge. 
2.2.1 Definition of Knowledge Discovery 
The use of definitions regarding Data Mining can cause some confusion. Knowledge 
Discovery (in Databases) and Data Mining are both used as a synonym for the discovery of 
knowledge in data. These terms are explained and defined below. 
Fayyad et al. (1996) define Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) as the nontrivial process 
of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately (human) understandable 
patterns in data.  
The term process implies that several steps need to be taken to discover patterns. Nontrivial 
indicates that this process is not easy and quick to accomplish. The mentioning of validity 
adds the desire that discovered patterns should be valid for new data to some degree of 
certainty. Furthermore patterns need to be novel and potentially useful for the system and 
users. Ultimately the patterns should be (human) understandable. Knowledge Discovery in 
Databases aims to find new knowledge in an application domain. It focuses on aspects of 
finding understandable patterns that can be interpreted as useful or interesting knowledge 
(Fayyad et al., 1996).  
In research and practice Data Mining is often used as synonym for knowledge discovery. 
However Data Mining only refers to a particular step in the process of Knowledge Discovery. 
Data Mining does not cover the entire process. Additional steps such as data preparation, 
data selection and data cleaning are essential to discover useful knowledge from data. 
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Fayyad et al. (2006) define Data Mining as a step in the KDD process consisting of applying 
data analysis and discovery algorithms that, under acceptable computational efficiency 
limitations, produce a particular enumeration of patterns over the data. 
Data Mining is the iterative process of discovering meaningful correlations, patterns and 
trends by sifting through large amount of data stored in repositories. Data Mining employs 
pattern recognition technologies, as well as statistical and mathematical techniques. The 
goal of data mining is to extract knowledge from a data set in a human-understandable 
structure and involves databases. 
Fayyad et al. (1996) refer to the Knowledge Discovery (in databases) process as the process 
of using the database along with any required selection, preprocessing, subsampling, and 
transformations for it; to apply data mining methods (algorithms) to enumerate patterns 
from it; and to evaluate the products of data mining to identify the subset of the enumerated 
patterns deemed “knowledge”. 
2.2.2 Knowledge Discovery Process (KDP) 
The process for Knowledge Discovery is introduced by presenting and explaining why and 
how it can be used. The scope of KDP includes how data is stored and accessed, how to use 
efficient and scalable algorithms to analyze massive datasets, how to interpret and visualize 
the results, how to model and support the interaction between human and machine, and 
support for learning and analyzing the application domain. 
There is a need for a process model to get better understanding of the process towards 
Knowledge Discovery. It is important to structure the Knowledge Discovery Process as a 
standardized process model for several reasons.  
Cios et al. (2007) give 5 reasons to structure a KDP. First of all it is important to keep eye on 
the goal of a KDP to get potentially useful patterns of the data. They mention the risk of data 
dredging, where unstructured application of data mining techniques can lead to meaningless 
results. The end product does not solve the initial problem. With a structured, well-defined 
KDP model the end product will be valid, novel, useful, and understandable. Secondly a well-
defined KPD model should have a logical, cohesive, structure and approach that is 
understandable to the decision makers in order to grasp the potential knowledge in the 
data. Also Knowledge Discovery projects require a significant project management effort to 
keep on track of planning en scheduling. Furthermore Knowledge Discovery should follow 
the example of established models of other engineering disciplines.  They name the software 
engineering field a good example as it has many characteristics that are pertinent to 
Knowledge Discovery. Lastly there is a widely recognized need for standardization of KDP. 
The authors point out that the development of standardized methods and procedures would 
result in greater exposure and acceptability for the knowledge discovery field. 
The iterative KDP model consists of a set of sequential processing steps that ultimately leads 
to extraction of knowledge as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 3 Sequential structure of the KDP Model 
A model describes the procedures that need to be performed in each of its step. A common 
feature of a KDP model is the execution of the steps in a sequence. This means that each 
subsequent step is initiated upon the completion of the previous step, because the result of 
the previous step is the input for the next step. Another common feature is the range of 
activities covered. Cios et al (2007) describe that these activities stretches from the tasks of 
understanding the project domain and data, through data preparation and analysis, to 
evaluation, understanding, and application of the generated results. The models described in 
het next section all cover this range of activities, except that the number and scope of their 
specific steps may differ. 
2.2.3 KDP Models Overview 
Through the years several KDP models have been developed. There are different types of 
KDP models. First there were Academic Research Models. Industrial Models followed these 
academic efforts quickly. Several approaches were introduced of which the six-step CRISP-
DM model became the leading industrial model. Finally the development of Hybrid models 
combined the aspects of both academic and industrial models resulting in providing more 
general, research-oriented description of steps. Models that have been popularized in 
literature and applied in business projects are being reviewed below. 
The efforts for the development of a KDP model were first initiated at an academic level. 
Research started to develop procedures and guidelines for the use of Data Mining. The focus 
was to develop process models to help executing KDP. The first and perceived as the leading 
model is the nine-step model by Fayyad et al (1996). The steps in his model are: 
1. Developing and understanding the application domain including relevant prior 
knowledge and the goals of the knowledge discovery process; 
2. Creating a target data set by selecting a subset of variables (attributes) and data, 
including querying existing data to select the subset; 
3. Data cleaning and preprocessing by removing and dealing with any inconsistencies in 
the data; 
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4. Data reduction and projection by applying dimension reduction and transformation 
methods; 
5. Choosing the data mining method that matches the goals that are defined in step 1; 
6. Choosing the data mining algorithm to search for patterns in the data; 
7. Data mining by generating patterns in a particular representational form (e.g. 
Classification rules, decision trees, etc.); 
8. Interpreting mined patterns by visualizing the extracted patterns and models; 
9. Consolidating discovered knowledge by incorporating, documenting and reporting it 
in the organization.  
 
This iterative model provides a detailed technical description but lacks a description of 
business aspects. Because of this lack of business aspects description, industrial models 
quickly followed the academic efforts. The two most representative industrial models are 
the five-step model of Cabena et al. and the six-step CRISP-DM model which was developed 
by a large consortium of European companies.  
 
Figure 4 CRISP-DM KDP model (source: http://www.crisp-dm.org) 
The leading industrial model CRISP-DM KDP model consists of the following six-steps with 
sub steps: 
1. Business Understanding: focusing on objectives and requirements from a business 
perspective with the following sub steps: determination of business objectives, 
assessment of the situation, determination of DM goals, and generation of a project 
plan; 
2. Data Understanding, starting with the initial data collection and familiarization with 
the data by performing the sub steps: collection of initial data, description of data, 
exploration of data, and verification of data quality; 
3. Data Preparation, covering all activities needed to construct the final data set  by 
selecting attributes, cleansing of the data, and possibly constructing new attributes 
and transforming data; 
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4. Modeling, selecting and applying modeling techniques with sub steps in selection of 
the modeling technique(s), generation of test design, creation of models, and 
assessment of generated models; 
5. Evaluation from a business objective perspective by evaluating the results, reviewing 
the process, and determining of the next step; 
6. Deployment of the discovered knowledge by organizing and presenting the 
deployment, planning monitoring and maintenance, generating the final report, and 
review the process of the sub steps. 
Cios et al. (2007) point out that the CRISP-DM process model is characterized by an easy-to-
understand vocabulary and good documentation. Because all six steps are divided in sub 
steps the model is detailed.  
Hybrid models combine the aspects of both academic and industrial models resulting in 
providing more general, research-oriented description of steps. Such a model is the six-step 
KDP model of Cios et al. which consists of following steps: 
1. Understanding of the problem domain, describing the problem definition and goals. 
Also an initial selection of Data Mining tools is made to be used later in the process. 
2. Understanding of the data, which includes the data collection and selection. Data are 
checked for completeness, redundancy, missing values, plausibility of attribute values 
and usefulness of the data in relation with the determined goals. 
3. Preparation of the data, concerning the decision which data will be used as input for 
the data mining methods in the next step. It involves sampling, correlation and 
significance tests and data cleaning. The (cleaned) data may also be processed by 
derivation of new attributes or summarization of data.  
4. Data mining, where various data mining methods are used to derive knowledge from 
the preprocessed data. 
5. Evaluation of the discovered knowledge, which includes understanding of the results 
and checking the novelty and interestingness of the discovered knowledge as well as 
its impact. 
6. Use of the discovered knowledge, planning the implementation of the discovered 
knowledge.  
This hybrid model introduces a specific data mining step instead of a common modeling 
step. It also provides more frequent and detailed feedback mechanisms in contrast to CRISP-
DM. Furthermore the last step is modified because the discovered knowledge may be 
applied in other domains. 
After the description of the three types of KDP models, common steps can be found in 
domain understanding, data mining, and evaluation of the discovered knowledge. Each 
model has its own way to carry out the process. Some steps are combined in one step, 
others are omitted. One common theme that all models acknowledge is that the data 
preparation step is the most important and time consuming part of the KDP. A comparison 
of the KDP models above is given below. 
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Figure 5 Comparison of five KDP Models (Cios et al., 2007) 
2.2.4 Research and Application Challenges 
During Knowledge Discovery several problems may occur (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & 
Smyth, 1996). A first possible problem is the growth of databases over the years. Larger 
databases need methods with more efficient algorithms, sampling, approximation, and 
massively parallel processing. Next to the large number of database records there can also 
be a problem due to a very large number of fields (attributes and variables).  
High dimensionality may cause a too large search space in terms of combinations, possibly 
resulting in patterns that are not valid in general. A possible solution could be the 
identification of irrelevant fields to reduce the effective dimensionality.  
Another problem is over fitting. This occurs when the algorithm not only searches an 
underlying relationship but also noise, resulting in a poor predictive performance on test 
data. Possible solutions here are i.e. cross-validation or regularization. 
Changing data and knowledge is a problem which could make previously discovered 
patterns invalid. This can be solved by using incremental methods for updating the patterns.  
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In order to cope with missing and noisy data more sophisticated statistical strategies could 
be used. In this way hidden variables and dependencies can still be used for discovery. 
Another possible problem is the complexity of relationships between fields. Some data 
mining algorithms may not be suitable. A very practical problem might be the 
understandability of patterns. There are several developed solutions like graphical 
representations, rule structuring, natural language generation and techniques for 
visualization of data and knowledge, which make discoveries understandable by humans. 
Furthermore many current KDD methods and tools lack user interaction and prior 
knowledge.  
Finally there is most likely need for integration with other systems. There are known 
examples of integration of KDD systems with i.e. spreadsheets and visualization tools. These 
challenges will be addressed during and after the execution of the knowledge discovery 
process. 
2.2.5 Applications of KDD 
Anticipating on the level of generalization of the proposed BI method for identification, 
analysis and visualization, a brief overview of proven applications of KDD is given. 
Goals of applications of KDD are most often related to customer relationship management, 
decision support, recommender systems or planet asset management (Morik, 2005). For 
customer relationship management knowledge about behaviour of customers is important 
for marketing and sales purposes. Decision support applies to more domains, justifying 
decisions with based on data. Recommender systems rank objects according user profiles 
based on the behaviour of these users. The goal of application on planet asset management 
is to optimize overall benefits of production. 
There are many applications fields of KDD in business. Applications range from marketing, 
investment and fraud detection to telecommunication, healthcare and discovery agents 
(Piatetsky-Shapiro et al., 1996). KDD is also applied for science data analysis in areas like 
astrology, geology and biology  (Fayyad et al., 1996). 
The application of KDD in the logistics domain is less studied compated to the domains 
mentioned above. Knowledge discovery in logistics can be useful to improve decision 
support based on data analysis. There are few applications of KDD in the containers terminal 
operations domain. KDD is applied for the creation of a modeling framework of a container 
terminal logistics system to improve decision making  (Bin et al., 2009).  
As far as reviewed for this literature study, there are no applications of KDD known on 
container terminal operations concerning container data changes and yard efficiency.  
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2.3 Retrospective after the literature study 
The findings in the literature study have following consequences for the research. Business 
Intelligence is about transformation of data into information into knowledge. This implies a 
process that needs to be executed in order to create knowledge. In retrospective the goal of 
the research should be the development of a reusable framework for Business Intelligence 
of the Container Data Changes Problem. In the next chapter this framework is designed 
based on the findings of the literature study. 
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3 Development of a Conceptual BI-KDD 
Framework for Container Data Changes 
3.1 Framework 
 
Figure 6 Conceptual BI-KDD Framework for the Container Data Changes Problem (source: own contribution) 
In relation to the problem statement there are three pillars of the framework. The main 
goals are identification, analysis and visualization. Business Intelligence is mainly about the 
transformation of data into information into knowledge. These three elements are the 
foundation of each business intelligence process. 
A specific process is found in Knowledge Discovery in Databases. After a comparison of 
several KDD models, the hybrid six-step model of Cios (2007) is adapted for the framework. 
For the execution of each step of the KDD model different tools are used.  
The part that covers the identification stage is executed by following the first two steps of 
the KDD process. As a support for these steps a conceptual data model is developed. This 
model is a valuable input for the latter steps.  
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The analysis stage consists of the third and fourth step of the KDD process. Transformation 
of data into information is realized by selecting the relevant data with SQL queries. The 
resulting dataset is then analyzed with Data Mining methods and statistics. 
Finally the visualization stage is about making the information understandable for yard 
management. This is achieved by constructing a dashboard of the discovered knowledge. 
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4 A Conceptual (Data) Model for Container 
Yard Management 
This chapter gives insight in the problem domain and is important input for the testing of the 
BI-KDD Framework.  
4.1 Container Terminals 
At container terminals containers are unloaded from one mode of transportation, 
temporarily stored, and eventually loaded on the next mode of transportation. At marine 
container terminals deep sea vessels are the main mode of transportation. Other transport 
modes (modalities) are truck, barge, short sea vessels and rail.  
4.1.1 Terminal Operations 
The process from unloading to loading of a ship (vessel) is illustrated below. 
 
Figure 7 Process of unloading and loading a ship (Vis, 2003) 
After arrival of a vessel containers are unloaded to the quay. The unloaded containers are 
then transferred to the assigned stack area where they are temporarily stored. Sometimes 
containers need to be transferred to a different stack area. Containers which are stored in 
the stack for the vessel are transferred to the quay where they are loaded on the vessel. An 
overview of these operations is illustrated in the figure below. 
 
Figure 8 Overview of operations on a modern container terminal 
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In case of a modern container terminal, equipment for transfers and stacking are 
automated. The transfer from the quay crane (QC) to the stack (and vice versa) is executed 
with Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV). The stacking of containers is done with Automated 
Stacking Cranes (ASC). 
4.1.2 Terminal System 
The flow of containers through the terminal is managed by a terminal system, which ensures 
that each container will be moved from one end of the process to the other by performing 
internal movements and handlings in an efficient manner. Henesey (2006) distinguishes 4 
main subsystems which together form the terminal system. The information flow of 
containers goes through these subsystems. The figure below illustrates this view. 
 
Figure 9 Container Terminal Subsystems (Henesey, 2006) 
A Ship-to-Shore System handles the movement (unloading and loading) of containers from 
ship to berth. From this point containers are moved from berth to stack (container yard) 
through a Transfer System which also handles the movement within the stack and from the 
gate to the stack. The stack is managed by the Storage System which handles the 
(temporarily) storage of containers. The Delivery-Receipt System is used for the movement 
of containers between the stack and gate. The gate is the exit and entry point for containers 
per truck and/or road transport. Henesey notes the increasing amount of transhipment 
which implies that the entry and exit point of a container are both handled by the Ship-to-
Shore System.  
So the movement of containers through the terminal involves a sequence of activities 
including ship operations, quay transfer operations, storage operations and gate operations. 
The storage operation is dominant in determining the efficiency of the container terminal, 
because of its buffer function between the other operational activities. This thesis is 
focussed on the storage system because this involves container stacking based on received 
data upon arrival on the terminal. The storage system is part of yard management on a 
container terminal.  
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4.1 Yard Management 
Management of yard operations involves decision problems in order to optimize the 
throughput of containers. Storage policies based on the features of the containers (size, 
weight, destination, etc.) need to be decided to balance the workload among the blocks and 
to minimize the total travel time covered to transfer containers from yard to quay and vice 
versa. In order to achieve this, yard cranes need to be deployed in such a way that it 
minimizes the completion time of jobs. 
 
 
Figure 10 Schematic overview of a stack (Dekker et al., 2006) 
The core dilemma of yard management is to stack a container that arrives and departs at the 
quay side as close to the transfer point quay-side or land-side as possible (Borgman et al., 
2010). This will minimize the total travel time of the quay transport between quay and 
transfer point and for the stacking crane between the transfer point and the stacked 
container (and vice versa) as illustrated in the figure above. 
On the other hand, containers are stacked on top of each for land utilization efficiency. If a 
container is stacked on top of a container that will depart before the container on top, this 
will lead to a reshuffle. Reshuffles are unproductive yard moves that consumes time of a 
stacking crane that otherwise would be used for productive jobs. In order to prevent such 
unproductive yard moves operational stacking decisions are captured in a stack strategy.  
4.1.1 Yard Operations 
A container yard services the temporary storage of containers as a buffer between unloading 
and loading. The yard is separated in blocks. Each block consists of several bays. The position 
of a container in each bay is identified by a row and tier number. The yard movement in 
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each block is done by one or two yard cranes. In the figure below a front and side view of an 
ASC is illustrated. 
A container yard is usually the bottleneck of a container terminal. Traffic, congestion and 
capacity issues are originated here because the outgoing flow of containers is often 
unknown to yard management.  
 
Figure 11 Front and side views of an Automated Stacking Crane 
4.1.2 Yard Stacking Strategies 
According to Dekker et al. (2006) the main objectives of a stacking strategy are efficient use 
of storage space, efficient and timely transportation from quay to stack and further 
destination (and vice versa) and avoidance of unproductive moves.  
There are several types of stacking strategies to reach these objectives. Category stacking (1) 
groups containers of the same category and stacks them on top of each other. A residence 
time strategy (2) presumes that departure times of containers are known and stacks them 
on expected departure time. In storage planning (3) specific blocks of the stack are reserved 
for containers before the arrival of a vessel. With scattered planning (4) blocks are reserved 
based on berthing place of a vessel and stacked real-time based on a stochastically approach 
(Steenken, 2004). Chen (1999) claims that at least two strategies for storage planning have 
been developed.   
The main input for a stacking strategy is the available container data. This data contains 
characteristics of containers (size, type, full / empty) and its departure information 
(modality, vessel name, date and time, and port of destination). A potential problem may 
occur because data may change during terminal visit or is incomplete upon arrival of the 
container on the terminal (Dekker et al., 2006). 
Unproductive moves can be caused by either a shortage of storage space or a changed 
container status. Due to shortage of storage space some export containers are stacked in a 
mixed condition. A changed container status after arrival in the yard may also cause stacking 
in a mixed condition.  
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4.1.3 Yard Movement 
Yard movement is initiated by other systems of the container terminal. When a vessel 
arrives and the loading operations are commenced, jobs are given to the ASC’s to retrieve 
the containers that have to be loaded on the vessel. During execution of these jobs, ASC’s 
often need to reshuffle other containers to be able to retrieve the container for loading. The 
jobs of the ASC are productive yard moves, but the reshuffles are unproductive yard moves.  
Murty et al. (2005) describe a productive move as a container that is directly moved from its 
storage location to a transfer point. A necessary movement of a container to retrieve 
another container is described as an unproductive or reshuffling move. 
Yard moves can also be initiated due to human interaction. For example, when the berthing 
of a vessel is changed to a different quay area and the containers for loading are stacked far 
from the vessel, yard management could decide to transfer some or all these containers to a 
block near the vessel. These transfers are also unproductive yard moves, but may benefit the 
operations on the vessel. 
Next to jobs initiated by other terminal systems and human interaction, the ASC 
automatically creates jobs for itself according an algorithm. The settings of an algorithm 
allow an ASC to shuffle containers prior arrival of a vessel in order to reduce the number of 
reshuffles during operations on the vessel.  
Reshuffles are most often caused because containers are stacked on the wrong positions in 
the yard. A container can be mixed with other container groups or the distance from transfer 
point to vessel is too long. Wrong positioning and transfer distance are caused by wrong or 
incomplete container data. Data changes after arrival of the container on the terminal can 
lead to forced or essential reshuffling of containers.  
 
Figure 12 Side view of a container stack with a forced reshuffle due to a data change of the same container 
An example of a forced reshuffle is given in the figure above. The containers with a number 
are to be loaded on a vessel. The numbers represent the sequence of loading. All ‘green’ 
containers are stacked correctly because the ASC can retrieve them without any additional 
moves. In case of number five (‘5’) of the loading sequence a reshuffle is needed. The red 
container is stacked on a wrong position. This container was stacked here, because it was 
also intended to be loaded on the same vessel. However, the container was somehow not 
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on the final load list. So it will stay on the terminal for now, resulting in a reshuffle to 
retrieve the target container (‘5’).  
A trivial point is that a data change of one container can result in a forced reshuffle of 
another container as illustrated in the figure below. 
 
Figure 13 Side view of a container stack with a data change of one container, resulting in reshuffles of two 
other containers 
In this case the red container is in the loading sequence of a vessel. It was however stacked 
with containers for the same vessel, but with a different destination. After arrival of the red 
container the destination was changed. The retrieval of this container leads to two reshuffles 
of containers that are probably stacked in the correct positions. So in conclusion ‘good’ 
containers could also be reshuffled due to data changes of ‘bad’ containers. A closer look 
into the reason of container data changes is therefore worthwhile.  
 
4.1 Container Data 
Container data is the main input for yard operations. Based on the information about a 
container an efficient stacking position is decided.  
4.1.1 Container Data Entry 
Container data is usually entered in the system prior arrival of the container itself. In case of 
the export flow, containers are delivered from the landside by truck and rail or from the 
waterside by barge, short sea or transshipment from other vessels. Data entry nowadays 
takes place semi- or full automatic through Electronic Data Interchange (EDI1). Human 
interaction is getting more and more limited to monitoring the data flows instead of manual 
data entry. Container data prior or upon arrival is provided by the box operator or its 
representative. This data is the input for the decision where to stack the container. However, 
there is another critical moment between the arrival of the container and the arrival of the 
vessel. Between 24-48 hours before arrival of the vessel, the final load list is provided by the 
vessel operator or its representative. This load list contains all containers that will be loaded 
on the target vessel. During the stay of the container, it is possible that the initial entered 
data is changed after arrival on the terminal. 
                                                     
1
EDI is an electronic transaction standard. It is used to transfer data or documents between computer systems. 
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4.1.2 Container Data Changes 
Container data changes can have a negative influence on the terminal operations 
performance. These changes are caused by several reasons. 
One reason for a data change is a so called ‘change of destination’. It is not uncommon that 
containers are transshipped to its final destination via a different port. For instance, a 
container that needs to be shipped to a small port in South America can be shipped from 
Rotterdam on a deep sea vessel to Rio de Janeiro or Santos and from thereon onto a short 
sea vessel to its final destination. These decisions are made by the vessel operator or its 
representative.  
In line with the first reason mentioned, a vessel operator (or its representative) can also 
decide to ship a container from Rotterdam to South America on another vessel. This other 
vessel may also berth at the same terminal, causing a ‘change of vessel’ data change. If that 
other vessel only berths at a different terminal or even a different port a ‘change of 
category’ would be caused. A change of category means that a container will be shipped 
with a different modality. So if a container was originally to be shipped to South America by 
deep sea vessel and it was decided to ship it with a different vessel at another terminal, a 
transfer by truck, rail or barge could be possible. Another data change often occurs due to 
‘weight changes’ of a container. On entry of the final load list the weights of the containers 
are updated. It is also not uncommon that there is a difference between the initial entered 
weight and the final weight. These four changes (change of destination, vessel, category 
and weight) are the main potential problems for yard operations.  
 
4.2 Conceptual ER-Model 
In conclusion of the review of the background of the relevant terminal operations a 
conceptual data model for terminal operations regarding container data changes and yard 
movement is designed. The conceptual representation of the data is described and 
visualized with an entity-relationship model (ERM). 
4.2.1 Entities and Attributes 
Entities are objects of interest to the problem domain. The following five entities are of 
interest to the data changes problem. Attributes describe entities and are the specific pieces 
of information that are relevant. 
The first entity is of course the container itself. 
Entity Container 
Description Physical container characteristics 
Attributes Container number 
Size type 
Box operator 
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It is possible and not uncommon that the same containers arrive and depart from the 
terminal over time. So each visit of a container needs to be unique. The second entity 
defined is container visit. 
Entity Container Visit 
Description Visit of a container on the terminal 
Attributes Container visit key 
Terminal entry date 
Terminal departure date 
Category 
Destination (POD) 
Weight 
Status 
Vessel ID 
 
From arrival to departure (visit) a container is processed through the system. Each yard 
move or data change is registered as an event. The third entity is called events. 
Entity Events 
Description Container events during a container visit on the terminal 
Attributes Event ID 
Container visit key 
Event category 
Event time 
 
Containers arrive at the terminal for loading on a vessel. The fourth entity for the data model 
is vessel. 
Entity Vessel 
Description Vessel characteristics 
Attributes Vessel ID 
Vessel name 
Vessel operator 
 
Yet like containers, also vessels will possibly berth more than once at the terminal. The fifth 
entity is a vessel call.  
Entity Vessel Call 
Description Call of a vessel at the terminal 
Attributes Vessel reference 
Vessel ID 
Service 
Estimated time of arrival (ETA) 
Estimated time of departure (ETD) 
Actual time of arrival (ATA) 
Actual time of departure (ATD) 
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4.2.2 Relationships 
The relationships between the aforementioned entities can be described in the following 
business rules. 
Each container visit is based on one container 
Each container can have one of more container visits 
Each vessel can have on of more vessel calls 
Each vessel call is based on one vessel 
Each container visit may have one or more events 
Each event is related to one container visit 
4.2.3 ER-Diagram 
The described entities and their attributes and the relationship between entities are 
illustrated in the Entity-Relationship Diagram below. 
 
Figure 14 ERM-Diagram for Container Data Changes and Yard Moves (Events) 
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5 Application of the Conceptual BI-KDD 
Framework for Container Data Changes 
 
In this chapter the conceptual BI-KDD Framework for Container Data Changes is applied in a 
case study. The process is described with the execution of the six steps of the hybrid KDD 
model of Cios. 
5.1 Empirical Research Approach 
The nature of this thesis is business orientated. In the previous chapters existing Business 
Intelligence theories are combined to create a framework for identification of data, analysis 
of information and visualization of knowledge. The business domain is further explained by 
the conceptual (data) model in chapter four. Due to the limited time available for the thesis, 
the single case study approach (Doorewaard & Verschuuren, 2007) is used for testing and 
validation of the proposed framework. 
 
5.2 Step 1: Business Understanding 
Chapter 5 introduced the problem domain as part of the first step in the knowledge 
discovery process by developing a conceptual data model. Next to this model a case study is 
used to apply the proposed framework. 
5.2.1 Business Case 
The application of the proposed BI approach is tested with a case at the Euromax Terminal, 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The Euromax Terminal is a part of Europe Container Terminals 
(ECT). ECT is a member of Hutchison Port Holdings (HPH), a subsidiary of the multinational 
conglomerate Hutchison Whampoa Limited (HWL). 
5.2.2 As is State 
The container data changes problem is recognized within the organization. However, there is 
a lack of knowledge concerning the possible impact these data changes have on terminal 
operations. Current systems do not offer the possibility to analyze data changes and the 
relation with terminal operations.   
5.2.3 To be State 
In the ongoing effort to further improve the efficiency of terminal operations there is a need 
for insight into the possible impact of container data changes on terminal operations. 
Knowledge about container data changes and its possible impact on terminal operations can 
be used for decision making regarding stacking strategies and policies.  
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The goal is to visualize container data changes and its possible impact on yard movement. 
5.2.4 Research Questions 
The research questions that need to be answered are: 
Do 30-40% of export containers that enter the Euromax Terminal lack accurate export data? 
Is there a difference in the number of yard moves between export containers with and 
without one or more data changes? 
Is there a relation between (the) number of container data changes and yard moves? 
Do container data changes have an impact on yard movement? 
 
5.3 Step 2: Data Understanding 
The second step is the understanding of container data. In this step it is important to 
attempt to get a better understanding of the data. Initial data is collected and it includes 
deciding which data will be used.  
5.3.1 Data Collection 
The data was collected from a data warehouse of the container terminal operating system. 
This warehouse contains a huge amount of data uploaded from the sub-systems. The initial 
data collection was executed with queries (SQL), which outputs were imported to Microsoft 
Excel through CSV-files2. The names and codes of the tables and attributes have been altered 
due to information security policies of HPH. 
Three tables in the data warehouse were initially selected for this KDD process. The used 
tables are ‘Containers, ‘Events’ and ‘Vessels’. The names are altered in line with the concepts 
presented in the conceptual data model (chapter five). 
5.3.2 Data Warehouse 
The data warehouse of the terminal contains a huge amount of data gathered from the 
subsystems of the terminal system as illustrated in chapter 5.1.2 of this thesis. This data is 
also used for reporting and analysis purposes.  
5.3.3 Iteration to Step 1 
Normally data are checked for completeness, redundancy, missing values, plausibility of 
attribute values in this step. In this case these checks were skipped because the source of 
the data selection is a data warehouse which is used on a daily basis for other business 
needs. 
                                                     
2
 Comma-separated values (CSV) files plain text files containing tabular data. It is basically a sequence of 
characters separated by line-breaks for each record. Records have an identical sequence of fields. 
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5.4 Step 3: Data Preparation 
This step concerns deciding which data will be used for the next steps. The final dataset is 
created with queries (SQL).  
5.4.1 Data Selection 
Three tables in the data warehouse were used to build the queries for this KDD process. The 
used tables are ‘Containers, ‘Events’ and ‘Vessels’.  Initially two SQL queries were built with 
these tables, named ‘Container Visits’ and ‘Service Events’. The initial size of the data set of 
‘Container Visits’ was 177.388 records, meaning that during 01-03-2011 and 01-09-2011 
177.388 export containers were loaded on a vessel. The initial size of the data set of ‘Service 
Events’ was 511.997 records, meaning that for all export containers loaded on a vessel 
between 01-03-2011 and 01-09-2011 511.997 service events were performed.  
The query of ‘Container Visits’ was a selection of attributes from the ‘Containers’ and 
‘Vessels’ tables. A condition was set by adding a time period (from 01-03-2011 to 01-09-
2011). Also records of the tables were combined by adding a ‘join’ statement. A sample of 
the output of the query is shown below.  
 
 
Figure 15 Sample of the output of the ‘Container Visits’ query 
The SQL code for this query is: 
SELECT 
‘CONTAINERS.Container_Number’, ‘CONTAINERS.Container_Visit_Key’, ‘CONTAINERS.Terminal_Entry’, 
‘CONTAINERS.Terminal_Departure’, ‘CONTAINERS.Category’, ‘CONTAINERS.Status’, 
‘VESSELS.Vessel_Reference’, ‘VESSELS.Vessel_Operator’, ‘VESSELS.Service’, ‘VESSELS.ETA’ 
 
FROM containers 
JOIN vessels 
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ON container.vesselID = vessels.vesselID 
 
WHERE1=1 
‘VESSELS.ATD’ >= to_date('01-03-2011 00:00 ', 'DD-MM-YYYY HH24:MI')  
AND ‘VESSELS.ATD <to_date('01-09-2011 00:00 ', 'DD-MM-YYYY HH24:MI') 
 
ORDER BY ‘CONTAINERS.Container_Number’ 
Figure 16 SQL code for the 'Container Visits' query 
The ‘Service Events’ query is built with attributes from all three tables. Next to the same 
conditional time period as for the ‘Container Visits’ query, an important condition was 
added. Only service events performed after terminal entry of a container are needed for this 
research. It is possible that data changes are made prior entry of the container on the 
terminal. These changes do not affect terminal operations regarding additional yard moves. 
Yard positions are decided after terminal entry of the container.  
 
Figure 17 Sample of the output of the 'Service Events' query 
Furthermore records of the tables were combined by adding a ‘join’ statement. A sample of 
this query is shown in the table above. The SQL-code is described below. 
SELECT 
‘EVENTS.Container_Visit_Key’, ‘CONTAINERS.Box_Operator’, ‘CONTAINERS.Category’, ‘CONTAINERS.Status’, 
‘VESSELS.Vessel_Reference’, ‘VESSELS.Vessel_Operator’, ‘VESSELS.Service’, ‘VESSELS.ATD’, 
‘EVENTS.Service_Event_Performed’, ‘EVENTS.Service_Event_Creator’, ‘CONTAINERS.Terminal_Entry’, 
‘CONTAINERS.Terminal_Departure’, ‘VESSELS.ETA’, ‘EVENTS.Service_Events_Category’ 
 
FROM events 
JOIN containers 
ON events.container_visit_key = containers.container_visit_key 
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JOIN vessels 
ON container.vesselID = vessels.vesselID 
 
WHERE 1=1 
‘VESSELS.ATD’>= to_date('01-03-2011 00:00 ', 'DD-MM-YYYY HH24:MI') 
AND ‘VESSELS.ATD’ < to_date('01-09-2011 00:00 ', 'DD-MM-YYYY HH24:MI')  
AND ‘EVENTS.Service_Events_Performed’ > ‘CONTAINERS.Terminal_Entry’ 
 
ORDER BY ‘CONTAINERS.Container_Number’, ‘EVENTS.Service_Event_Performed’ 
Figure 18 SQL code for the 'Service Events' query 
After importing the data sets in MS Excel, the data set of ‘Container Visits’ was extended by 
calculating the total data changes and yard moves from ‘Service Events’ for each container 
visit. Data changes totals were also divided in change categories (‘Category’, ‘Vessel’, 
‘Destination’ and ‘Weight’). In the ‘Service Events’ query the field ‘Service Event Category’ 
indicates whether an event was either a ‘Yard Move’ or an ‘Audit’. The first type means that 
there was a physical move of the container in the yard; the latter indicates there was some 
kind of data change. This extension is shown below. 
 
Figure 19 Extension of query output of 'Container Visits' with total data changes and yard moves per 
container visit 
So for this first record showed above there was one data change on weight and one yard 
move. Data changes and yard moves however are not necessarily related to each other. The 
second record shows that there were two data changes, but no yard move for this container.  
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5.4.2 Iteration to Step 2 
Because the tables used for the queries were imported from the data warehouse possible 
data errors were assumed to be already solved. There were indeed no data errors, 
measurement errors, coding inconsistencies or bad metadata. However, missing data was 
found in the data set (queries) in the form of blank cells. In the counted totals of yard moves 
and data changes, container visits without yard moves or data changes showed blank cells 
instead of a numeric zero in its respective cells. This could cause problems in the data 
analysis step. All blank cells were therefor manually converted to numeric zeros in Excel. 
 
5.5 Step 4: Data Analysis 
Usually data mining techniques are used for this step of the KDD process. Although two data 
mining techniques Summarization and Regression are actually used for two of the 
hypotheses alternate calculations and representations are used for the other hypotheses. 
5.5.1 Summary 
In order to find out if the collected and selected data is useful with respect to the goal of this 
research, an early data analysis was executed. The totals of the data set are shown in the 
table below. 
 
Figure 20 Summary of the data set 
In the period of 01-03-2011 to 01-09-2011;  
-58% of the loaded export containers were full and 42% were empty.  
-61% of the data changes were made for full export containers and 39% for empty export 
containers.  
-55% of the performed yard moves were for full export containers and  
-45% for empty export containers. 
Next the loaded export containers in relation to data changes and yard moves were 
analyzed. Once again full and empty containers are separated to check if there are major 
differences regarding status of a container. The overview of the relations is shown in the 
table below. 
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Figure 21 Loaded containers in relation to data changes and yard moves 
Analysis shows that 91% of all loaded containers had one or more data changes. Comparing 
full and empty containers shows that 84% of the full containers had one or more data 
changes against 99% of the empty containers. It appeared that empty containers ‘always’ 
have a vessel change, because empty containers are stacked based on only box operator and 
type of container. Based on this data set it can be concluded that most of loaded export 
containers had one or more data changes. Yet this does not mean this has an impact on 
terminal operations (yard movement), as long as these data changes do not lead to 
additional yard moves.  
On average 1.49 yard moves were performed per loaded container. Comparing the status of 
the loaded containers, do not show major differences. However if a loaded container had a 
data change 1.52 yard moves were performed on average against 1.23 yard moves for 
loaded containers without data change(s). This raises the question whether there is a 
correlation between data changes and yard moves. 
 
Figure 22 Distributions of types of data changes 
The distribution of data changes per change category shows that for all loaded containers 
with data changes the most changes were a vessel change. A selection of loaded containers 
that were full shows that the most changes were a weight change. When looking at empty 
containers the most changes were a vessel change. Obviously weight changes are not 
relevant for empty containers, so no changes were made on weight. 
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5.5.2 Relation between container data changes and yard moves 
A regression analysis was executed to find out whether there is a correlation between data 
changes and yard moves. In the first regression analysis the total amount of the yard moves 
and data changes per container were used from the data set.  
 
Figure 23 Output of regression analysis on yard moves and data changes per container visit 
The regression output shown in above figure shows that there is no correlation between the 
amount of yard moves and data changes per container visit. Only 8% of the yard moves 
would be caused by data changes.  
A second regression analysis was then executed with dummies for yard moves and data 
changes. Two dummy fields were created representing values ‘1’ or ‘0’. If there were one or 
more yard moves or data changes the value was set to ‘1’. If there were not any yard moves 
or data changes the value was set to ‘0’ respectively. In this case the relation between yard 
moves and data changes was analyzed based on ‘true’ or ‘false’.  
 
Figure 24 Output of regression analysis with dummies on yard moves and data changes per 
container visit  
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The regression output shows that there is a very weak correlation between yard moves and 
data changes (R Square < 0.1). So a container data change does not necessarily lead to a 
(unproductive) yard move. A value of R Square > 0.5 would have indicated a strong 
correlation between data changes and yard moves. 
5.5.3 The impact of container data changes on yard movement. 
In this phase of data mining a closer look was taken on the main data attributes for container 
stacking. The impact of changes in vessel, destination, weight and category were specified. 
In the figure below the distribution of data changes per attribute is given for all loaded 
containers. 
 
Figure 25 Impact of data changes and yard moves per container attribute for all loaded containers 
Vessel changes have relatively the biggest impact for yard operations. A total of 115.139 
(65%) containers with a vessel change have an average of 1.54 yard moves. Destination and 
Weight changes have a relative big impact as well. Category changes however have little 
impact on yard operations. Although containers with a category change have the most yard 
moves per container, it only represents 9% of all loaded containers. The high average of yard 
moves per container can be explained by realizing that a container with a category change is 
stacked in the wrong area, making a transfer more probable. Next to the calculation of the 
impact for all loaded containers, several calculations were made with selections. These 
results can also be found in Appendix A.  
Full containers show different impact ratios in comparison with the results for all loaded 
containers. Weight changes of full containers have relatively the most impact for yard 
operations compared to other changes. Containers with a weight change, representing 75% 
of all full containers with a data change, have an average of 1.49 moves per container.  
Empty containers with vessel changes have the biggest impact compared to other changes. 
These containers have an average of 1.85 yard moves per container and represents 98% of 
all empty containers. This high ratio can be explained however. Empty containers are usually 
stacked without destination or vessel data. Since every empty container has the same 
weight, they are stacked only by container size and type and by box operator. When empty 
containers need to be loaded on a vessel they are retrieved top down without having to 
reshuffle. Fortunately there is no correlation between a yard move and a data change of the 
same container. In this case data changes of empty containers should not have any direct 
negative influence on yard operations. Therefore the remaining analysis focused on full 
containers only. 
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Next to full and empty containers, the impact ratios were calculated by box operators. Four 
of the eight box operators in the dataset were compared. The other four operators loaded 
far less containers, representing only 3% of all loaded full containers. After comparison of 
the top four box operators it shows that there are differences in impact ratios.  
 
Figure 26 Impact ratios per attribute change of full loaded containers of top four box operators 
The figure above illustrates that the impact of weight changes is box operator independent. 
This seems to be a structural problem if this results in reshuffling. The data set unfortunately 
does not contain the correct data to calculate weight deviations. If small weight changes 
should lead to reshuffling, further analysis could be worthwhile. This may result in redefining 
weight ranges in the algorithm settings of ASC’s in order to reduce automatic reshuffling 
after small weight changes.  
Outstanding is that there are differences between box operators on destination and vessel 
changes. These data changes of full containers of box operator ‘ABC’ have a lower impact 
than the other three box operators. This could be explained after looking at the relation of 
all loaded containers to data changes and yard moves per box operator, as shown in the 
table below. 
 
Figure 27 Loaded containers in relation to data changes and yard moves by box operator 
Box operator ‘ABC’ has less data changes per loaded full container than the other operators. 
However the percentage of containers without data changes is not much higher. Moreover 
loaded full containers of box operator ‘XYZ’ had relatively the most containers without a 
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data change. As far as for the number of yard moves per container, there are no big 
differences between the top four box operators.  
In conclusion, analysis by box operator is useful to find specific problem fields. Yard 
management could do further research on the differences between the box operators.  
5.5.4 Timing of data changes and yard moves 
A final analysis was executed by taking a closer look at the timing of yard moves. This was 
done by creating a timeline based on the arrival time of the vessel (ETA). Again only full 
containers were selected and only the top four box operators were specified.  
 
Figure 28 Timing of data changes and yard moves (in days) 
Above graph shows that one day before arrival of a vessel (ETA-1) the number of data 
changes is explosive. This is the moment the final load list is entered in the system. On that 
same moment (day) yard movement also increase, meaning that the ASC’s start to reshuffle 
containers due to the data changes. Unfortunately yard movement increases even more, 
after arrival of the vessel (between ETA=0 and ETA+2), indicating that there is a lot of 
reshuffling to be done during operations on the vessel. This timing trend of data changes and 
yard moves can also been selected per box operator (Appendix B). Comparing these 
timelines shows the same trend. There is no difference in data changes behavior and yard 
moves execution between box operators. 
 
5.6 Step 5: Evaluation & Understanding of the Results 
The fifth step of the KDD process focused on the evaluation of the process so far. The 
relevance and novelty of the results are also checked to understand the impact for the 
business and business related research.  
The answers to the questions in step 1 are answered in this step. 
The relationships between relevant container data changes and yard moves have been 
identified, analyzed and visualized with the use of Business Intelligence techniques. A 
Conceptual (Data) Model for Container Yard Management has been designed and tested. 
The test of the conceptual model has shown its usefulness for analyses of container moves.   
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The possible impact of container data changes on yard movement is presented in sections 
5.5.3 and 5.5.4.The question about data accuracy has got the following answer.  
Data accuracy proved to be even worse than indicated by Steenken et al (30-40%). When 
only looking at full export containers, 84% had one or more data changes. It seemed that 
containers with data changes have more yard moves on average than containers without 
data changes. However no relation is found between data changes and yard moves. 
Regardless that there is no correlation between the data changes and yard moves of the 
same container, it is still interesting to make container data changes visible. Unproductive 
yard moves may be influenced by other factors. So container data changes and yard moves 
after arrival of a container on the terminal still need to be minimalized or prevented. 
Containers can only be stacked efficiently if the correct data is available upon arrival. Any 
data changes afterwards could lead to reshuffling of containers. Above this the container 
could potentially be in the wrong area on the terminal after a data change. This would also 
not lead to a yard move necessarily. However this could still be inefficient because the 
distance between container and the vessel could be greater than necessary. The discovered 
knowledge about container data changes and yard moves can be used by yard management 
for future decision making regarding stacking strategies and policies. 
Dealing with challenge of the KDD process 
In the literature study, research and application challenges of KDD are described. The 
following problems were challenged during the KDD Process. 
Possible over fitting was prevented by selecting the data from the data warehouse to 
prevent noise. In order to prevent high dimensionality only relevant attributes were selected 
for the dataset. The number of combinations was therefore relatively small.  
The database holding the container data is very large. By selecting a time period the number 
of database records was small enough for fast processing, yet large enough for data mining 
purposes. The changing data and knowledge problem did not occur. By updating the dataset 
however, invalidity of discovered knowledge can be prevented. 
By introducing a dashboard, the potential problem of the complexity of relationships 
between fields is prevented. Understandability of patterns was created by visualization of 
the data. The dashboard also created better user interaction due to filtering and selection 
options.  
 
5.7 Step 6: Use of Discovered Knowledge 
The last step of the KDD process concerns the use of the discovered knowledge. As 
mentioned in step 1 of the process the goal is to visualize container data changes and its 
impact on terminal operations. 
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5.7.1 Dashboard 
A dashboard is introduced as visualization tool based on the output of the data analysis step 
of the KDD process. The goal was to make selections possible from the dataset in order to 
analyze the results given. This data visualization tool displays metrics of data changes and 
yard moves of export containers loaded on vessels within a chosen timespan. The dashboard 
has several filtering options of the data set. It also contains multiple views of charts and 
graphs to visualize the metrics. The dashboard is a support tool for yard management with 
regard to data changes and yard moves. 
 
Figure 29 Interface of the dashboard 
The interface of the dashboard used for this research is shown above and was made in MS 
Excel using pivot tables on the background that updates the output based on user selection. 
The sections of the dashboard are numbered.  
The selection menu (1) gives the user the opportunity to make a selection from the dataset. 
The menu items allow selection on box operator, category, status, vesselID, vessel operator 
and serviceID. Upon selection the dataset is filtered accordingly, automatically updating the 
sections of the dashboard (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). A summary of loaded container, data 
changes, yard moves and vessels according user selection is given in section 2.  
In section 3 the average data changes and yard moves are given according user selection. 
Section 4 shows the impact ratios per data change category for this selection. The pie chart 
(5) gives a graphical presentation of the percentages for each data change per category for 
1 
2 
4 
3 
5 
6 
7 
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the user selection. The histogram (6) shows the impact ratios by box operator per data 
change category. Finally the timing trend (7) gives the user a visualization of the timing of 
the data changes and yard moves for the selection. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 
In this last chapter conclusions about the research results are given. After that the findings 
are discussed with a reflection and recommendations for future work. 
6.1 Conclusions 
In general the question was how data can be identified, analyzed and visualized with the use 
of Business Intelligence. In specific this needed to be suitable for the identification, analysis 
and visualization of relevant container data changes and yard moves. The first general part is 
thus theoretical and the second specific part is empirical. 
In the theoretical part of this thesis research questions were: 
1. What is Business Intelligence? 
2. What are common components of Business Intelligence? 
3. What are common approaches of Business Intelligence? 
4. What are common tools for Business Intelligence? 
5. Which approach and tools are suitable in relation to the container data changes 
problem? 
The answering of these questions was based on a literature study on Business Intelligence. 
Common components of Business Intelligence Systems were found. For the goal of this 
research data mining, a step of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) was further 
explored. This led to two additional questions about Knowledge Discovery in Databases. The 
answering of the questions ‘What is Knowledge Discovery (in Databases)? And how can 
business intelligence be created with KDD?’ showed that there are knowledge process 
models that meets the needs of the research goal. The findings of the literature study 
resulted in the design of a conceptual business intelligence framework. This framework 
consists of the concepts of the problem domain (identify, analyze and visualize), business 
intelligence (data, information and knowledge) and KDD (six-step model of Cios).  
In the empirical part of this thesis questions are answered based on a single case study 
where the proposed framework was tested and validated with. Research questions were: 
6. What types of container data changes are relevant for yard movement? 
Conclusion: With the design of a conceptual data model of relevant yard operations four 
types of data changes were identified. Data changes in destination, vessel, category and 
weight are relevant for unproductive moves, because these data attributes are the main 
input for container stacking strategies. Any change of these attributes could alter the 
calculated stacking position, resulting in inefficiency in case of a reshuffle. 
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7. Do 30-40% of export containers arrive with inaccurate data? 
Conclusion: After following the six-step model of Cios et al. data accuracy proved to be even 
worse than indicated by Steenken et al (30-40%). When only looking at full export 
containers, 84% had one or more data changes. 
8. Is there a relation between container data changes and yard moves? 
Conclusion: It would be expected that containers with data changes have more yard moves 
on average than containers without data changes. However no correlation is found between 
data changes and yard moves. Only 8% of the yard moves are caused by data changes. A 
strong relationship would be if 50% or more of the yard moves were caused by data 
changes. 
9. What is the possible impact of container data changes on yard movement? 
Conclusion: The impact ratios of containers with data changes are higher than containers 
without data changes. The possible impact of data changes on yard movement seems legit. 
However it turned out that there is no relation between data changes and yard moves, 
which means that this higher impact can’t be explained due to data changes. 
Based on above mentioned conclusions, the central questions are answered. How can 
relationships between relevant container data changes and yard moves be identified, 
analyzed and visualized with the use of Business Intelligence? 
Conclusion: Relationships between relevant container data changes and yard moves can be 
identified, analyzed and visualized with the proposed Conceptual BI-KDD Framework. This 
framework is based on Business Intelligence theories combined with problem domain 
specific elements. Although this framework is only validated based on a single case study, 
the approach seems suitable for this kind of data changes problems. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for future work 
The Conceptual BI-KDD Framework is a relative common and flat framework for application. 
The framework does not cover the entire process for BI development. Future work could lie 
in the expansion and adjustment of the framework. 
Looking at solving the container data changes problem, replication of this study can improve 
the reliability of the empirical results. More case studies e.g. at the same terminal with a 
new data set or a new terminal with a new data set could verify if there is indeed no 
relationship between container data changes and yard moves. 
In case of generalization of the framework for other domains, case studies regarding data 
changes in a different business field could be interesting. 
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6.3 Process Reflection 
When reflecting the process for the completion of this thesis some notable lessons are 
learned. Looking back to the start of this thesis, there were difficulties finding the right 
approach. There was some confusion whether to approach the thesis from a business point 
of view or a technical point of view. Eventually the container data changes problem was the 
motivation for the study and Business Intelligence was the method for problem solving. 
The relevance for terminal operations literature can be found in the recognition of the 
container data changes problem. Although few researchers have indicated this problem and 
its possible impact, no studies are found that provided a method to identify, analyze and 
visualize these container data changes. Most studies focus on optimization by development 
of algorithms for container stacking. These studies consider input data to be accurate. 
However container data often changes along the process on the terminal. The main 
contribution of this thesis is the ‘discovery’ of container data changes.  
The relevance for the research field of Business Intelligence is less found in this study in my 
opinion. The number of publications about BI is numerous with different focus and detail. 
The contribution to the Business Intelligence field is given in generalizability of formal theory 
by summarization of the literature to conceptualize models for empirical testing. The 
Conceptual BI-KDD Framework will need further improvement in terms of validation and 
generalization. 
For now the container data changes problem is identified, analyzed and visualized, however 
not yet solved. This thesis provides the insight in the container data changes problem for 
yard management that can contribute in the improvement of efficiency. 
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Appendix A – Impact ratios of data changes and yard moves 
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Appendix B - Timing of data changes and yard moves 
 
All containers: 
 
Box operator ABC: 
 
Box operator DEF: 
 
Box operator GHI: 
 
Box operator XYZ: 
 
